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We prove a quotient formula for absolutely summing operators, which allows us 
to generalize and to re-prove results of Konig, Pelczynski, Szarek, and Tomczak- 
Jaegermann. In particular, we show that every known result about “computing 
q-summing norms with few vectors” extends to (p, q)-summing norms 
(1 Q q < p < co) without any singularity for p 4 q. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
In the local theory of Banach spaces the concept of summing operators 
is of special interest. The purpose of our paper is to establish a quotient 
formula which allows us to compute the absolutely (p, q)-summing norm 
in terms of the absolutely q-summing norm, more precisely 
THEOREM. Let 1 <q d r d p -c co, r < s < co, with l/r = l/p + l/s. Then 
we have for all n E N and for all operators T E 9( E, F) 
In view of applications, Theorem 1 allows us to extend known results 
about “computing q-summing norms with few vectors” to (p, q)-summing 
norms. So, for example, we give a simpler proof of a result of Szarek 
[SZA] (an improvement of a result of Kiinig [Kt)N]), which is based on 
the following fundamental theorem of Tomczak-Jaegermann [TOJ]: 
for all n E N and operators T with rank(T) < n. 
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2. COROLLARY. Let 2 <p< CO, nE N, and T be an operator with 
rank(T) < n. Then 
~p,~V) G 4 ~;,~(T). 
In the same way we can apply Theorem 1 to a result of Szarek [SZA] 
for the absolutely l-summing norm 
n,(T) 6 co 7~1 b(l+lnd(T) 
for all n E N, Banach spaces E with dim E = n, and all operators 
TE 9( E, F) (co a universal constant). 
3. COROLLARY. Let 1 < p < co, n E N, and E be a Banach space with 
dim E = n. Then we have for all operators TE Y( E, F) 
71p,l(T)~~0~~r~‘+‘nn)7(T). 
More generally, Johnson and Schechtman [JOS] proved that 
n&T) < c&(‘+‘“~)‘( T) if 1 <q <2, 
nny( T) < cgc~‘*(’ +“‘“)I( T) if 2<q<scj, 
for all n E N, Banach spaces E with dim E= n, and all operators 
TE 9(E, F). Hence Theorem 1 implies: 
4. COROLLARY. Let 1 < q < p < co, n E N, and E be a Banach space with 
dim E = n. Then we have for all operators TE 9( E, F) 
T-c~,J T) 6 CJC;;;’ +Inn)l( T) if ldq<2, 
np,J T) < c,n;;:/*(’ +“‘“)I( T) if 2<q<cO. 
Another application of our concept is the following generalization of a 
result of Pelczynski [PEL]. 
5. THEOREM. Let 1 <q < p < 00 and n E N. Then we have ,for all 
operators TE 9(E, I”,) 
np.& T) = $‘,,j T). 
In particular, we obtain for all operators T with rank(T) < n 
np,q( 0 G 37$‘;(T). 
Preliminaries. We use standard Banach space notions. For all Banach 
spaces E and subspaces G c E we denote by B, the closed unit ball in E 
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and by i,: G --t E, x --, x the canonical inclusion map. The standard reference 
on operator ideals is the monograph of Pietsch [PIE]. The ideals of all 
linear bounded, finite rank operators are denoted by 9, 9, respectively. 
Let (A, a) be a quasi-Banach ideal. Then the component A*(& F) of the 
conjugate ideal (A*, c(*) is the class of all operators TE L?(E, F) such that 
Let A be a subclass of 3 and ~1: A + lR + such that the following conditions 
are satisfied 
(1) idwEA and a(id,)= 1. 
(2) TE Y(E,, E), SE A(E, F), and RE 3’(F, FO) imply 
RSTE A(E,, F,) and a(RW G IIN ~4s) II TII. 
Then the component Aconv(E, F) of (Acon”, acon”) is the class of all 
operators TE Y(E, F) such that there are operators (Tk)k c A(E, F) with 
Cka(Tk)<m and T=& Tk. We set 
aco”“( T) := inf c a( Tk), 
k. 
where the intinum is taken over all representations. Hence A c A”““‘. 
Moreover, we are able to prove the following facts: 
(1) (AC“““, acon”) is a Banach ideal. 
(2) Let E or F finite dimensional. Then an operator TE LZ(E, F) is 
contained in the component (A”““)* (E, F) if and only if there is a con- 
stant c 20 such that Itr(TS)I < ca(S) for all SE A(F, E). In this case we 
have 
(acon”)* (T)=sup{)tr(TS)I ISEA(F, E), a(S)< l}. 
The classical sequence spaces 1, and l;, 1 < p < 00, n E N, are defined in the 
usual way. Denote by i;,q: 1; --) 1; the formal identity map. Let (ek)k be the 
unit vectors in I,. For sequences 0= (ck)k c 1,) r = (rk)k c 1, we set 
D,(z) := c ukTkek. 
k 
1. ABXILUTELY SUMMING AND NUCLEAR OPERATORS 
Let 1~ q < p < cc and n E IV. Then for any T E 2’( E, F) we define 
z;,~( T) := inf c, 
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where the infimum is taken over all constants c >,O such that for all 
(xk)l; = E 
We set KI;,,, $,J := (2, $J. 
An operator TE 2’(E, F) is absolutely (p, q)-summing ( TE &q (E, F)) 
if 
n,,(T) := sup n;,J T) < ZO. 
n 
Then (&4y np,q ) is a maximal and injective Banach ideal (in the sense of 
[PIE]). As usual we abbreviate (np, 7cp) := (np,p, np, p). 
For the definition of the nuclear operators let 1 d q d p < CO. For any 
fixed n rz N an operator TE Y(E, F) is in the subclass A, of 9 if there 
are (r= (ak)y c 136 and operators A E Y(E, I”,), BE 2(/z, F) such that 
T= BD, A, where D, is the diagonal operator from l”, into I,“. In this case 
we define 
a,(T) := inf IlBll IId IIAII, 
where the inhmum is taken over all finite representations of T. 
Moreover, we set A := Un A,. For TEA we define 
cl(T):=inf{a,(T)In~N, TEA}. 
With the preliminaries we set for n E N 
(N;,~, v&) := (AT’, a?“‘) 
(iv,,,, v4,J := (A’““‘, aConV). 
Hence W4,Py vq,p ) form the Banach ideal of nuclear operators. 
By straightforward computations we are able to prove the following 
trace duality between absolutely summing and nuclear operators. 
1.1 PROPOSITION. Let E or F finite dimensional. Then we have for all 
l<q,<p<oo andnEN 
n,,,(E, F) = (N,,,,,)*(E, F) and nk&E, F) = (N,“,~,,)*(E, F) 
with equal norms. Moreover, the following trace formulas hold 
x,,,J T) = sup{ Itr( TBD,A)I In E N, A E Y(F, I”,), BE Y(fi,, E), 
r~ = (ok); c 06, D, E Y(I&, I”,,) with IlAll l141p~ IIBII G 11, 
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71~,q(T)=sup{Itr(TBD,A)((A~~(F,Z”,), B&9(1”,,,E), 
0 = (CT& c K, D, E q/n,, r;,, with II4 ll~ll p, IIBII G 1). 
For diagonal operators we obtain 
1.2. PROPOSITION. Let 1 <q < p < CC and g E I,. Then the diagonal 
operator D, E n,,,(l,, I,) if and only if CJ E lp. In this case we have 
nn,,q(D,) = lbll p. 
Proof Let D, E n,,,(Z,, Z,). Then we obtain for arbitrary n E N 
(t l~klp)i’p=($ ll~,(ek)llp)l’p 
d ~p,q(&). 
For the converse implication let CJ E l,, n E N, and (T~)~ c I,. Then 
$ ,,D,,~~)ll~)~‘~<(~ llWk)ll:)l’p 
1 
ad, SUP i wX*)14 . a 
( > 
l/q 
x*eL3/; 1 
1.3. COROLLARY. Let 1 d q < p < 00, n E N, d = (ok); c 06, and 
D, E 2’(lk, 1;). Then we have 
v,~,,~(D,) = IId p,. 
Proof Let A :=i”,,,, B:=i;,,,, and D :=C1e,Ocr,e,E~(I”,,l~,). 
Then D, = BDA and the definition of the nuclear norm yields 
v,,,,4D,) G IIA II II41 p’ IPII = lkll p’. 
Conversely, let z = (zk): c 176 and D, E S(I”, , I”,). Then Propositions 1.1 
and 1.2 yield 
= ltWJ,)l 
< v,,,,@,) ~p,q(Dr) Gvp,,q@o) lldl p. I 
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2. THE QUOTIENT FORMULA 
The primary result of our paper is the following lemma due to Maurey 
[MAl]. 
2.1. LEMMA. For n E N and K a compact Hausdorff space we define 
iek@gkE9t[L, CtK))Itg&~CtK) 
I 
with mutually disjoint supports and 11 g,(( 5 6 1 for k = 1, . . . . n . 
Then the closed, convex hull of M” is dense in { T E 2’( l”, , C(K)) 1 /I TI( < 1). 
The Maurey lemma has an interesting consequence for nuclear 
operators. 
2.2. LEMMA. For 1 <q < p < 00 and n, m E N we define 
B” := (BD, ) (r = (ok); c K, D, E .LZ’(ln,, I;.), 
BE Y(f;,, F) with lldl pc IIBII 6 I>, 
B; := B” for m>nandform<n 
B”, := 
i 
BD,PJ (n,);l c { 1, . . . . n} increasing, 
P=~e,@e,E2’(1~,1~), BD,EB” 
I 1 
Then we have for all n E N that 
{TE~(&, F)Iv,~,,U)~ I>, 
{ TE Y(Z”,, FI v;,,,(T) < l}, 
is contained in the closed convex hull of B”, B”,, respectively. 
Proof: Since NP.,9. = EiiV u,,, N;,y, we have only to prove the second 
statement. For this let me N and TE Z(I”,, F) with vp7,JT) < 1. By the 
definition of the nuclear operators we may assume w.1.o.g. that there are 
A ELZ(I”,, I”,), CE~(I~, F), p=(~~);lc H, and D,~Z;p(lz, 17) such that 
T= CD,A and IICII IIAp~ II4 d 1. 
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We may assume that /(A (I< 1 and pLk # 0 for k = 1, . . . . m. Then by Maurey’s 
Lemma 2.1 we may assume again w.1.o.g. that there are NE N, (cl,);” c R + , 
and (Ak)rc M” such that Cy fz$ = 1 and 
Let k = 1, . . . . N. Then by the definition of M” there are SE N, 
s < min(n, m), (n,): c N increasing and (g’); c I”, with mutually disjoint 
supports, 0 < I( 8’11 o. < 1 for i = 1, . . . . s such that 
Let us define subspaces 
H:=span{g’}i cl:, G := span{D,(g’)}; cl:, 
as well as isometries 
&$?,&, g’ -E =w:, m, 
1 II gilI 00 
s D,(d) J:=FeiO I,D,(gi~,l,,~~(~~~, G) 
and a diagonal operator 
Then there is an extension ReP(f;, I”,) of ii,,m J-’ such that IIR(( < 1 
and R&,-J= i;if,m. Since iG,,a D, = RD,i,I, Corollary 1.3 yields 
lbllp~= vp,,qp(i~r,mDr) 
G v,~,,@D,iJ) G IIRII ll~ll~~ IliJll < lbll ps. 
Furthermore, we set 
CT := W’,(s’)ll,4; = 16 
and obtain 
II41 p’ d lldl p’ sup Ildlla2 d Ilpll,~~ 1. 
i= l,...,s 
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The Case m B n 2 s. We define 
B := Ci,JPc Y(li,, F). 
Then CD,A, = BD, and )/alI,,\IBll < 1. 
The Case n >m>s. We define 
D, :=~e,Qa,e,E~(l~, l:), 
P, :=~ek6e,E-Y(1~, l”,.), 
B := Ci,JP,E Y(ly, F). 
Then CD,A,= BD,P and I)c))~’ IIBII $1. 
Thus we obtain in both cases that 
CD, A, E B; and T=ia,CD,,A,Econv(B:,). 1 
Now we are in the position to prove Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Upper estimate. Let (xk); c E with 
Then for all E.> 0 there is a sequence (T E 1, with (I~.11 J < 1 such that 
(~llw)“” <(1+&J ~IIIwd’ ( 1 )“‘. 
Furthermore there are ( yz)? c F* with 1) y,? I\ = 1 and 
IITxAl G(1 +&)(Txk, ok*) 
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for all k = 1, . . . . n. Let us define 
R :=i y:@ek~cY(F, I,), 
D, :=~e,@o,e,~L?(l,,l,). 
1 
Then 11 RI/ = 1 and 
< (1 + E)* z;,,(D,RT). 
Lower estimate. Let RE Z(F) r,), aE I,, D, E Y(f,, I,) with 
JJa.Jls /JR/J < 1. Then it is enough to show that for all mtz N, n<m, 
C#CJ?JW Q $,,(T), 
where P, := CT ek @ ek E Z(I,, /“,), the projection onto the first m 
coordinates. Let E > 0. Then by Proposition 1.1 there is an operator 
S~Zip(lz, E) such that v;,,JS)< 1 and 
n:,,(P,D,RT),< (1 +E) tr(SP,D,RT). 
Then by Lemma 2.2 we may assume w.1.o.g. that 
S= 5 akBkDskPk, 
where NE N, (ak)r c R, with C;” ak = 1 and BkD,k E B” with 
[Irk/(,, JIB,(J < 1 for all k= 1, . . . . N. Furthermore 
(m,); c { 1, . . . . m} such that 
Pk :=f:e,,Qe,Es?(lm_, I”,). 
there are increasing 
If we set ,u“ := (t:a,,)rf and 
we get 
D,tP,f’,D, =D,,kP,P,. 
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Thus by Holder’s inequality 
Itr(B,D,kP,P,D,RT)I 6 Itr(B,D,kP,P,RT)I 
d v;.,~@J+P~‘,J n;,,(RT) 
d IIBAI 11~~11 p’ II~J’mII IIRII $,y(U 
d /IB,lI Ibkllr, I/~/Is IIN n;,qU’). 
Hence 
tr(SP,D,RT)<~cc, Itr(B,D,kP,P,D,RT)l <r&(T). I 
Remark. (1) Theorem 1 implies immediately that for any T E Z’(E, F) 
the following are equivalent: 
(1) TE I-Ip,q (~5 0 
(2) D,RTE~,,(E, I,) for all gel,, D,E~(/,, I,) and 
R E P’(F, 1,). 
For q = r the equivalence can be found implicitly in [MAl], using 
Nikishin’s theorem. However, we emphasize that the techniques of Maurey 
are less elementary and do not lead to the local version of Theorem 1. 
(2) For l/q = l/p + l/s the factorization theorem of Pietsch [PIE] 
yields the following factorization theorem for absolutely (p, q)-summing 
operators: 
TE Q,,(E, F) if and only if for all o E I,, D,E .Y(l,, I,), and 
R E Y(F, 1,) there are a compact Hausdorff space K, an isometry embed- 
ding i E Y(E, C(K)), a probability measure p on K and an operator 
SE .Z(L,(K, ,a), 1,) such that the following diagram commutes: 
E Do &F-%&- L 
d I 
S 
C(K) Jr2 ’ L&K cc) 
3. APPLICATIONS 
Corollaries 224 can be deduced immediately from Theorem 1. As an 
example we show the following proposition, which is based on a result of 
Figiel (see [TOJ]): 
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for all n, NE N with N= n(n + 1) l/2, N= .* in the real, complex case, 
respectively and for all operators T with rank(T) <n. 
3.1. PROPOSITION. Let 2 <p < co, n E N, with N = n(n + ) l/2, N=n* in 
the real, complex case, respectively. Then we have for all operators T with 
rank(T) < n, 
n,,(T) = $U’). 
Proof: Let 2 d s d co With l/2 = l/p + l/s. Then Theorem 1 yields 
~0’) = su~(r@,W I R E z(F, l,), 
GE ~,,~,~~~~,,~,~~~~~Il~ll.ll~ll~~} 
=sup{n;(D,RT)IR&(F,Z,), 
0~ l,, D,E-WL, L)with lIdIs IlRll < 1) 
= 7&m. I 
Another application of our concept is Theorem 5, a generalization of a 
result of Pelczynski [PEL]. 
Proof of Theorem 5. Let SE .F(r”,, E) with vp,,JS) < 1. Since in our 
case the trace is continuous we may assume w.1.o.g. by Lemma 2.2 that 
where N E N, (a,); c R, with C;” elk = 1 and B,DOk E B” with 
Ilakll pv llBkll 6 1 for all k = 1, . . . . N. Hence by the definition of the nuclear 
operators 
and Proposition 1.1 implies 
Itr(TS)l <7&(T) v;,,~.(S) G n&(T). 
Applying again Proposition 1.1 completes the proof of the first assertion. 
The second assertion follows from the fact that every n-dimensional Banach 
space can be embedded 3-isomorphic into I r. a 
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